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Letter to Ernesto Cardenal: Guns Don’t Work
by Daniel Berrigan

Editor’s note: Ernesto Cardenal had helped
establish a Christian community on Solentiname
Island in Nicaragua. Some members joined the
armed resistance to Samosa, and Cardenal issued
a declaration of his support for them and the
Sandinista Front.
Dear Brother Ernesto Cardenal,
Your account of events in your
community of Solentiname has been widely
distributed in the United States, especially by
the religious press. One translation appended a
word: “It is important for us in this country to
be able to listen and not to judge this.”
Indeed. But at least we can talk
together. Please consider what follows, then,
as a continuing reflection on matters you have
had the courage to open up, and indeed, to act
on.
May I also summon a memory or two,
as you do so poignantly in you statement? You
visited my brother Philip and myself in jail in
February of 1977, when we were locked up
after a demonstration at the Pentagon. I hope
you could read in our faces all your visit meant;
a visit from a fellow priest, a poet, a good
communitarian, a struggling friend, whose
fame was great but whose human warmth was
his best gift. Thank you once more for coming
to us.
Then there was our first meeting a few
years previous, when you brought the art of
Solentiname to New York for an exhibition.
I had the joy of greeting you, this poet, the
intense quiet Latino, known in the southern
countries for his sandals and flowing hair and
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beard, his kinky myopic eyes; known here for
his poetry, his courage.
The shadow of Thomas Merton’s
death lay heavy on us. I think we were seeking
consolation in one another’s eyes. And we
found it.
I am not going to start with the
customary disclaimers about your statement.
Such are not only superfluous, they verge on
the insulting. What Latino. What Yankee
doesn’t know by now the deadly mutual
interests which in Washington prop up
the Nicaraguan military government of the
Somozas? And who would regard you—an
exile, a priest who must now anoint your
forehead with the ashes of your dream—regard
your convictions, your choices, with anything
but the utmost respect? All this is implicit in
friendship itself.
I would like to do you a better courtesy, that
of taking you seriously: your words, and the
actions which by now, I presume, you have
taken.
Let me say too that the questions
you raise are among the most crucial that
Christians can spell out today. Indeed, in
your own country, your life raises them. But
you thrust them also at us, and rightly so.
They are far more than a matter of domestic
importance.
There is, first of all, no parallel in
America to the violence you describe—whether
of the Somozas or the Sandinistas.
What indeed are a few guns, or even
a few hundred guns, in the hands of guerrillas
in comparison with the doomsday cache of
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nuclear horrors lurking in our mountains and
bunkers? What reasonable comparison can
be made between the sorties of your Frente
Sandinista, and the lunar devastation of
Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia? On your part, a few
deaths, much love, exalted goals. On the part
of America—but words fail me.
These things I grant with all my heart.
What then nags at me, when I ponder your
words? 1 have some inkling of what you face,
what your companions face, the students
and workers and peasants of your country. I
know that the Somozas, given the leash, could
swallow all of you tomorrow. I know that on
the same day, the U.S. military could swallow
the Somozas who had swallowed you—the
mouse within the dog within the python—and
hardly feel sated. On the world scale where the
stakes are piled high—oil, uranium, laisse-faire
larcenies, predatory markets, ripoffs, and standoffs; in a world where the superpowers warily
circle one another like urban thugs, nuclear
firebombs in hand; in such a world, you or
your followers, or even your persecutors, count
for very little.
You and the Frente, and the Somozas,
could disappear tomorrow. Only a minor
breeze would stir the papers on the desk of
some sub-secretary of the State Department.
A lie or two at a presidential conference
would be your obituary, the Nicaraguan folder
transferred to a dead file. The empire, in sum,
can take your life, and take your death, and
take your theology, and the destruction of your
community, and your resistance, all in stride.
I say this in no spirit of cynicism.
Merely to suggest that in a way I find both
strange and exhilarating, your situation lies
quite near the realities of the gospel. It ought
not, after all, depress us beyond measure, if
the empire finds you and me expendable. That
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is quite normal and constant in the history
of such entities. What is of import finally is
whether we are able to salvage something in
the open season on humans.
I do not mean salvage our lives; I mean
our humanity. Our service to one another, of
compassion—our very sanity.
I hope I am inching toward the
contents of your letter. You discuss quite freely
and approvingly the violence of a violated
people, yourselves. You align yourself with that
violence, regretfully but firmly, irrevocably.
I am sobered and saddened by this.
I think of the consequences of your choice,
within Nicaragua and far beyond. I sense how
the web of violence spins another thread,
draws you in, and so many others for whom
your example is primary, who do not think for
themselves, judging that a priest and poet will
lead them in the true way.
I think how fatally easy it is, in a
world demented and enchanted with the myth
of shortcuts and definitive solutions, when
nonviolence appears increasingly naive, old
hat, freakish—how easy it is to cross over, to
seize the gun. How easy to conclude: the deck
is stacked, first: card to last, in favor of the Big
Sharks; the outcome of the game, of life itself,
is settled before the cards are dealt. Why then
isn’t taking a few lives (of dubious value at
best, torturers, lackeys, police) preferable to the
taking of many lives of great value, students,
the poor, the victimized and defenseless, the
conscientious, those easily identifiable as
gospel brothers and sisters? There is, after all, a
long tradition of legitimate self-defense.
It may be true, as you say, that
“Gandhi would agree with us.” Or it may
not be true. It may be true, as you imply, that
Merton would agree with you. It may be true
that Christ would agree with you. I do not
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believe he would, but I am willing to concede
your argument, for the sake of argument.
You may be correct in reporting that
“those young Christians fought without hate—
and especially without hate for the guards
they shortly killed (though this must be cold
comfort to the dead). Your vision may one day
be verified of a Nicaragua free of “campesino
guards killing other campesinos.” The utopia
you ache for may one day be realized in
Nicaragua: “an abundance of schools, child
care centers, hospitals, and clinics for everyoneand most importantly, love between everyone.”
This may all be true: the guns may bring on the
kingdom.
But I do not believe it.
One religious paper here published
your words under the following headline:
“When they take up arms for love of the
kingdom of God.” How sublime, I thought,
how ironic. We have had “just” wars of the
Right, a long history of blood, the blood of
colonials and natives and slaves and workers
and peasants. But we are through with all that.
Now we are enlightened. We are to have “just”
wars of the Left!
So the young men of Solentiname
resolved to take up arms. They did it for one
reason: “on account of their love for the
kingdom of God.” Now here we certainly
speak within a tradition! In every crusade that
ever marched across Christendom, murder—the
most secular of undertakings, the most worldly,
the one that enlists and rewards us along with
the other enlistees of Caesar—this undertaking
is invariably baptized in religious ideology: the
kingdom of God.
The power of such language we know
too well. Religious battle cries induct hearts
and minds as no secular slogans can. Religious
ideology raises its flag in every nation, even as
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it denies the final authority of every nation.
It offers to transcendent longings a task that
is simple and forthright: kill. It offers a slogan
that is as immediately tactile and hot as a fired
gun: kill for the kingdom. And perhaps most
important of all, it offers a way out: out of
anger, out of frustration, out of poverty, out
of political stagnation, out of the harsh and
dreadful necessity of love. God wills it! The
kingdom requires it!
Blood and iron, nukes and rifles. The
leftists kill the rightists, the rightists kill the
leftists, both, given time and occasion, kill the
children, the aged, the ill, the suspects. Given
time and occasion, both torture prisoners.
Always, you understand inadvertently,
regretfully. Both sides, moreover, have excellent
intentions, and call on God to witness them.
And some god or other does witness them, if
we can take the word of whatever bewitched
church.
And of course nothing changes.
Nothing changes in Beirut, in Belfast, or in
Galilee, as I have seen. Except that the living
die. And that old, revered distinction between
combatant and noncombatant, which was
supposed to protect the innocent and helpless,
goes down the nearest drain, along with the
indistinguishable blood of any and all.
Alas, I have never seen anyone morally
improved by killing; neither the one who
aimed the bullet, nor the one who received it
in his or her flesh.
Of course we have choices, of course
we must decide. When all is said, we find that
the gospel makes sense, that it strikes against
our motives and actions or it does not. Can
that word make sense at all today, can it be
something more than utopian or extravagant?
The gospel is after all a document out of a
simpler age, a different culture. It may even
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be our duty to construct for ourselves another
ethic, based on our own impasse or insights
or ego. And go from there, with whatever
assurance we can muster, amid the encircling
gloom.
Or on the other hand, we can bow
our heads before a few truths, crude, exigent,
obscure as they are. The outcome of obedience
we cannot know, the outcome of disobedience
we can deceive ourselves about, indefinitely
and sweetly. Thou shalt not kill. Love one
another as I have loved you. If your enemy
strikes you on the right cheek, turn to him
the other. Practically everyone in the world,
citizens and believers alike, consign such
words to the images on church walls, or the
embroideries in front parlors.
We really are stuck. Christians
are stuck with this Christ, the impossible,
unteachable, irreformable loser.
Revolutionaries must correct him, act him
aright. That absurd form, shivering under the
crosswinds of power, must be made acceptable,
relevant. So a gun is painted into his empty
hands. Now he is human! Now he is like us.
Does it all have a familiar ring? In the
old empires, the ragged rabbi must be cleaned
up, invested in Byzantine robes of state, raised
in glittering splendor to the dome of heaven.
Correction! Correction! we cry to those
ignorant gospel scribes, Matthew and the rest.
He was not like that, he was not helpless, he
was not gentle, he was under no one’s heel, no
one pushed him around! He would have taken
up a gun if one had been at hand, he would
have taken up arms, “solely for one reason; on
account of his love for the kingdom of God.”
Did he not have fantasies like ours, in hours
out of the public glare, when he too itched for
the quick solution, his eyes narrowed like gun
sights?
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How tricky it all gets! We look around
at our culture: an uneasy mix of gunmen, gun
makers, gun hucksters, gun researchers, gun
runners, guards with guns, property owners
with guns. A culture in which the guns put
out contracts on the people, the guns own
the people, the guns buy and sell the people,
the guns practice targets on the people,
the guns kill the people. The guns are our
second nature, and the first nature is all but
obliterated; it is gunned down.
And who will raise it up, that corpse
with the neat hole in its temple, ourselves? It is
impossible, it is against nature.
Christ asks the literally impossible.
And then, our radical helplessness confessed,
he confers what was impossible.
Dear brother Ernesto, when I was
underground in 1970 with J. Edgar Hoover’s
hounds on my tail, I had long hours to think
of these things. At that time I wrote: “The
death of a single human is too heavy a price
to pay for the vindication of any principle,
however sacred.” I should add that at the time,
many among the anti-war Left were playing
around with bombings, in disarray and despair.
I am grateful that I wrote those words.
I find no reason eight years later to amend or
deny them. Indeed, in this bloody century,
religion has little to offer, little that is not
contaminated or broken or in bad faith. But
one thing we have: our refusal to take up
bombs or guns, aimed at the flesh of brothers
and sisters, whom we persist in defining as
such, refusing the enmities pushed at us by
war-making state or war-blessing church.
This is a long loneliness, and a
thankless one. One says “no” when every
ache of the heart would say “yes.” We, too,
long for a community on the land, heartening
liturgies, our own turf, the arts, a place where
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sane ecology can heal us. And the big boot
comes down. It destroys everything we have
built. And we recoil. Perhaps in shock, perhaps
in a change of heart, we begin to savor on
our tongues a language that is current all
around us: phrases like “legitimate violence,”
“limited retaliation,” “killing for love of the
kingdom.” And the phrases makes sense—we
have crossed over. We are now an army, like
the pope’s army, or Luther’s, or the crusaders,
or the Muslims. We have disappeared into this
world, into bloody, secular history. We cannot
adroitly handle both gospel and gun; so we
drop the gospel, as impediment in any case.
And our weapons?
They are contaminated in what they
do, and condemned in what they cannot do.
There is blood on them, as on our hands. And
like our hands, they cannot heal injustice or
succor the homeless.
How can they signal the advent of
the kingdom of God? How can we, who hold
them? We announce only another bloody
victory for the emperor of necessity, whose
name in the Bible is Death.
Shall we have dominion?
Brother, I think of you so often. And
pray with you. And hope against hope.
From: To Dwell in Peace
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Resist Not Evil
By Clarence Darrow

The Machinery of Justice
The state furnishes no machinery
for arriving at justice. Even if it were possible
under any circumstances to judge, and even
though men were really criminals, the state
has no way of arriving at the facts. If the state
pretends to administer justice, this should be
its highest concern. It should not be interested
in convicting men or punishing crime, but
administering justice between men. It is
obvious to the most casual observer that the
state furnishes no machinery to accomplish
this result. The penal law simply takes a man
into its hopper and grinds out a criminal
at the end. A force of able-bodied, well-fed,
well-paid men are kept busy in their search for
crime. These men find pecuniary reward in the
crime of their fellows. An indictment is easily
returned against a friendless man - a suspicion
is enough in any case where the victim has no
friends. If he is poor, he is at once lodged in
jail. Later, he is placed on trial in the courts.
When he steps into the dock, both judge and
jurors look on him as a guilty man-believe
he has committed a crime. He is carefully
guarded by officers like a guilty, hunted thing.
Arrayed against him is an able prosecutor,
well-paid, and having personal and political
ambitions dependent on the number of men
he grinds into criminals. The prosecutor has
ample means for the conduct of the case. The
prisoner, helpless enough at best, is rendered
absolutely powerless to prepare his case by
being lodged in jail. Without money, he has
no advocate with either the learning, influence
or ability to help his cause. If he is silent, he
is convicted. If he speaks, no one believes
his words. Innocent or guilty, it is a miracle
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if he escapes, and in this miracle, the fact of
his innocence or guilt plays but the smallest
part. Given a few suspicious circumstances, a
helpless prisoner, an indictment, and another
victim is the sure result. And in the hands of a
shrewd lawyer, or under the belief of guilt, any
circumstances are suspicious circumstances.
Almost all acts are subject to various
interpretations, and the guilt or innocence of
a circumstance depends not upon the act but
upon the mind that passes judgment on the
act.
We look back with horrors at the
criminal courts of England, or Spain, of
Italy, even upon our own Puritan judges who
sentenced witches to death. These judges were
doubtless as intelligent as our own. Their
brutal, cruel judgments did not grow from a
wicked perverted heart but from the fact that
they were passing judgment on their fellow
man. These unjust judgments are the fruit
of the cruel system of force and barbarism
which clothes one man with the authority
and power to condemn his fellow man. All
prosecutions are malicious, and all judgments
are meted out in anger and hatred. Our own
judges are constantly showing this. In nearly
every instance, they condemn a prisoner to
a term of servitude, and when passion has
fled and the sane and holy feelings of mercy,
of charity, of humanity once more regain
their sway, they call on the pardoning power
to rescind their cruel acts. In all these cases
of pardons, reflection shows the judges that
the punishment meted out was at least too
severe. The difference is in the frame o{ mind
of the judge when engaged in the business
of administering judgment and, when in the
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mood, for listening to those feelings of human
charity which are the diviner part of man.
Punishment, to in any way be justified,
should diminish the sum of human misery,
the result of the bitterness and hatred of men.
But here, as everywhere else, punishment falls
short. Wherever the judgment of courts enters,
it is to corrupt and to destroy. The misery
and suffering entailed on man by scaffolds,
racks, blocks, dungeons and jails has never
yet begun to be told. Blood and misery and
degradation have marked the administration of
punishment.
Since man first penned his fellow men,
Like brutes, within an iron pen.
Let any reasoning being consider the
tens of thousands who have been burned,
and hanged, and boiled, and otherwise put to
death for witchcraft; the millions for heresy;
the thousands of noble victims who have
suffered for treason; the victims of fire, of
torture, of scaffold, of rack and of dungeon,
for all the conceivable crimes since time began.
Let him consider the oceans of blood and
rivers of tears shed by the force and brutality of
the rulers of the world; the cruelty, torture and
suffering heaped upon the helpless, the weak,
the unfortunate; and then ask himself if he
believes that punishment is good. Even could
violence ever prevent crime, the brutality,
suffering, blood and crime of the rulers has
towered mountain high above that of the
weak and obscure victims whose wrongs they
have pretended to avenge. And this cruelty
does not abate. It is simple madness that
doubts the justice or past condemnations and
believes in the righteous judgments of today.
No condemnation is just, and no judgment
is righteous. All violence and force are cruel,
unjust and barbarous, and cannot be sustained
by the judgment of men.
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But the evil of judgment and
punishment does not end with the
unfortunate victim. It brutalizes and makes
inhuman all who are touched with its power.
Under the influence of punishments, jailers,
policemen, sheriffs, detectives and all who deal
with prisons are brutalized and hardened. The
iniquities produced upon helpless prisoners
leave their effects upon the captor as well as
the captives. To witness the constant suffering
and indignities of prison life is to destroy the
finer sensibilities of the soul. Men who are
otherwise kind in the various relations of life
do not hesitate at cruelty to these despised
prisoners whom the law has placed outside its
ban. To underfeed and overwork, to insult,
degrade and beat are common incidents of
prison life, and this, too, not because jailers are
naturally cruel and bad, but because prisons
are prisons, and convicts are outcasts. Instead
of approaching these unfortunates as brothers
in fellowship and love, their only concern is
to make them feel that the heavy hand of the
state has been laid upon them in malice and
violence.
However thoroughly the futility,
cruelty and injustice of punishment may
be shown, men will still persist that it must
exist. The thought that society could live
without prisons and policemen seems to be
beyond the conception of the common man.
If punishment has no effect to diminish or
prevent crime, then no danger would be
incurred to dismiss our jailers and jurors and
close our prison doors. The results of this
policy can, of course, not be proven absolutely
in advance, but so sure as the existence of
man is consistent with justice, charity and
love, so sure is this policy right and would
produce good results. It is not necessary to
prove the theory of nonresistance to show that
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this policy is practical today. Society, as now
organized, rests upon violence and wrong. The
nonresistant pleads for a better order, one in
which the law of love and mercy will be the
foundation of every relationship of man with
man. The present unjust system is supported
by violence and force. The unjust possessions
of the rich are kept in their place by soldiers,
guns and policemens’ clubs. If these were
withdrawn, would the weak at once take the
earth and all its fullness from those who for
ages have ruled the world? No violent and
forcible readjustment of this sort could come.
Force is wrong both to commit and to redress
evil. In the rule of force, the weak must always
fall. For the poor and oppressed to advocate
the use of force means that they must still
be the victims, for the strongest force must
win. All that can help the weak is the rule
of brotherhood, of love. Unless this can be
proved, there is no way to destroy the injustice
that is everywhere the rule of life. To make
the weak strong, and the strong weak, could
neither destroy injustice nor permanently
change the wretched order of the world. A
bayonet in the hand of one man is no better
than in the hand of another. It is the bayonet
that is evil and all of its fruits are bad.
The world must learn that violence is
wrong. Individuals who understand this truth
must take no part in violent acts, whether to
enslave or to free. The inherent cohering forces
will hold society together and cause man to
cooperate for his highest good. A large part
of present society is purely voluntary and due
to natural law. It is for force and violence and
injustice that the aid of the state is called.
Society should not punish. The great burden
that rests upon production to support armies,
courts and prisons with all their endless
officers and staggering weight should be
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taken from the shoulders of the poor. This
of itself would so relieve industry and add to
the possibilities of life that the very hazardous
occupations that we call criminal would almost
wholly disappear. The class from which these
victims come is known to be the outcast and
the poor. A small fraction of the vast sum
squandered for violence and force would easily
place all these dangerous persons beyond the
temptations of criminal activity. Even now,
with all the injustice of today, the expenditure
of public money to relieve suffering, to furnish
remunerative employment, to rationally
prevent crime by leaving men with something
else to do, would produce better results than
all the imagined benefits that follow in the
wake of scaffolds and of jails.
The effort of the penal codes has
never been to reach any human being before
violence is done, except to awe him by the
brief transitory show of force; but after the act
is done, the state must spend its strength and
substance for revenge. Most men are driven to
criminal acts from the necessities of life and
the hatred bred by the organized force they
meet. Remove dire poverty, as could be easily
done with a tithe of what is now spent on
force; let organized society meet the individual,
not with force, but with helpfulness and
love, and the inducement to commit crime
could not exist. Let society be the friend not
the tyrant, the brother not the jailer, and the
feeling will be returned a thousandfold. No
man or no society ever induced love with
clubs and guns. The emblem of the state is the
soldier, the policeman, the court, the jail. It is
an emblem that does not appeal to the higher
sentiments of man - an emblem that so long as
it exists will prevent true brotherhood and be
a hindrance to the higher sentiments that will
one day rule the world.
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The concern of society would then be to call
back this soul to saner thoughts and a truer,
nobler life; not to blacken and destroy, or to
plant bitter hatred and despair in the soul of
one who might be brought to fine and high
realization of human conduct and human
life. Under this sort of treatment, a large
proportion of those who commit violent deeds
would be brought to a full realization of their
acts, and they themselves would seek in every
way to repair the ill effects of their evil deeds.
The Right Treatment of Violence
Sentimental and humane thoughts and
purposes are often, perhaps generally, based
on real life, and have a natural reason for their
being. To “turn the other cheek” or to “resist
not evil” may seem, at first glance, to have no
support in the facts of life, but after all that
which makes for a higher humanity, a longer
life, and a more vigorous community, is the
true philosophy. To use violence and force
upon the vicious and the weak must produce
the evil that it gives. Like produces like. Clubs,
jails, harsh language and brutal force inevitably
tend to reproduce the same state of mind in
the victim of the assault. This is not merely a
fact in human nature. It is a fact in all nature,
plant, animal and man. So long as the gentle
springtime rather than the cruel winter brings
vegetable and animal life to an awakening
earth, just so long will kindness and love
triumph, produce joy and life, where force
and violence bring only evil and death. Harsh
treatment kills plant life, and kind treatment
builds it up. Violence and brutality produce
their like in animal life, and kindness tames
and subdues. With gentleness and kindness,
a swarm of wild bees may be handled and
controlled, but approach them with violence
and force and each bee is converted into a
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criminal whose only purpose is to destroy.
With all animal life, the same rule
exists; even those beasts whose nature calls
for a diet of flesh and blood may be subdued
in time by gentleness and love. Man with his
higher intellect and better-developed moral
being is much more susceptible to kindness
and love. Likewise, he more easily learns to
fear and hate. Man readily discerns the feelings
and judgment of his fellows, and as readily
renders judgment in return. The outcast and
abandoned form not the slightest exception
to the rule - they know and understand the
ones who meet them with gentleness and love,
for these they make sacrifices, to these they
are faithful, to these they exhibit the higher
qualities that show the possibilities of the soul.
Cases where one convicted of crime comes
from a place of safety and risks, his liberty
and life to help save his friend are not rare
in the least. True comradeship and loyalty is
met quite as often here as in the higher walks
of life. Nothing is more common in ordinary
selfish society than to see one man refuse all
aid and help to another in financial need.
Many convicts and outcasts could teach a
much-needed lesson in loyalty and generosity
to the exemplary man.
No amount of treatment can reclaim
an evil heart if the treatment is administered
without love. As children at school, we knew
with our young natural instincts the teacher
who loved us and the teacher who despised
us - the one who awoke feelings of love and
kindness, the other hatred and revenge. No
heart is so pure that it may not be defiled and
hardened by cruelty, hatred and force, and
none so defiled that it may not be touched and
changed by gentleness and love. Unless this
philosophy of life is true, the whole teaching
of the world has been a delusion and a snare.
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Unless love and kindness tends to love, then
hatred and violence and force should be
substituted and taught as the cardinal virtues
of human life. The mistake and evil of society
is in assuming that love is the rule of life and,
at the same time, that large classes of people
are entirely outside its pale. No parent ever
teaches his child any other philosophy than
that of love. Even to quarrelsome playmates
they are taught not to return blows and harsh
language, but to meet force with kindness and
with love. The parent who did not depend on
love to influence and mold the character of the
child rather than force would be regarded not
as a real parent but a brute. Force is worse than
useless in developing the conduct of the child.
It is true that by means of force the little child
may be awed by superior brute power, but he
gives way only under protest, and the violence
that he suppresses in his hand or tongue finds
refuge in his heart. Violent acts are not evil they are a manifestation of evil. Good conduct
is not goodness. It is but a manifestation of
goodness. Evil and goodness can only be
conditions of the inmost life, and human
conduct, while it generally reflects this inmost
life, may be so controlled as not to manifest the
real soul that makes the man.
Every child needs development,
needs training to fit him to live in peace and
right relations with his fellow man. Every
intelligent and right-thinking person knows
that this development must be through
love, not through violence and force. The
parent who would teach his child to be kind
to animals, not to ruthlessly kill and maim,
would not teach this gentleness with a club.
The intelligent parent would not use a whip
to teach a child not to beat a dog. The child is
not made into the good citizen, the righteous
man, by pointing out that certain conduct
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will lead to punishment, to the jail or the
gallows. The beneficence of fear was once
considered a prime necessity in the rearing of
the child, and this theory peopled the earth
with monsters and the air with spooks ready to
reach down and take the helpless child when
he wandered from the straight and narrow
path; but this method of rearing children does
not appeal to the judgment and humanity of
today. The conduct of children can only be
reached for good by pointing to the evil results
of hatred, of inharmony, of force, by appealing
to the higher and nobler sentiments which,
if once reached, are ever present, influencing
and controlling life. The code of hatred, of
violence and force, too, is a negative code.
The child is given a list of the things he must
not do, exactly as the man is furnished a list
of the acts forbidden by the state. At the best,
when the limits of this list are reached and
the forbidden things are left undone, nothing
more is expected or demanded. But no code
is long enough to make up the myriad acts of
life. Kindness or unkindness can result in a
thousand ways in every human relationship.
If the child or the man observes the written
code through fear, the unwritten moral code,
infinitely longer and more delicate, will be
broken in its almost every line. But if the child
or the man is taught his right relations to the
world and feels the love and sympathy due his
fellow man, he has no need of written codes;
his acts, so far as those of mortals can be, will
be consistent with the life and happiness of
his fellow man. And this not through fear, but
because he bears the highest attitude toward
life.
With our long heredity and our
imperfect environment, even if the organized
force of the state should disappear, even if
the jails and penitentiaries should close their
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doors, force would only completely die in
course of time. Evil environment and heredity
may have so marked and scarred some men
that kindness and love could never reach their
souls. It might take generations to stamp out
hatred or destroy the ill effects of life; but order
and kindness most surely would result, because
nature demands order and tolerance and,
without it, man must die. No doubt here and
there these so-called evil ones would arouse
evil and hatred in return and some sudden act
of violence would, for a time, occasionally, be
met with violence through mob law in return.
But uncertain and reprehensible as mob law
has ever been, it is still much more excusable
and more certain than the organized force
of society operating through the criminal
courts. Mob law has the excuse of passion,
or provocation, not the criminal nature of
deliberation, coldness and settled hate. Mob
law, too, generally reaches the object of its
wrath, while evidence is fresh and facts are
easily understood and unhampered by those
rules and technical forms which ensnare the
weak and protect the strong. And unjust and
unwise as the verdicts of mob law often are,
they are still more excusable, quicker, more
certain and less erring than the judgments of
the criminal courts.
But neither civil law nor mob law is at
all necessary for the protection of individuals.
Men are not protected because of their
strength or their ability to fight. In the present
general distribution of weapons, in one sense,
every man’s life is dependent on each person
that he meets. If the instinct was to kill, society
as organized presents no obstacle to that
instinct. When casual violence results, it is not
the weakest or more defenseless who are the
victims of the causal violence of individuals.
Even the boy at school scorns to war upon a
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weaker mate. The old, the young, the feeble,
children and women, are especially exempt
from violent deeds. This is because their
condition does not call for feelings of violence,
but rather awakens feelings of compassion,
and calls for aid and help. The nonresistant
ever appears to the courageous and the manly.
Without weapons of any kind, with the known
determination to give no violence in return,
it would be very rare that men would not be
safe from disorganized violence. It is only the
state that ever lays its hands in anger on the
nonresistant.
Neither would nonresistance in the
state or individual indicate cowardice or
weakness or lack of vital force. The ability
and inclination to use physical strength is no
indication of bravery or tenacity to life. The
greatest cowards are often the greatest bullies.
Nothing is cheaper and more common than
physical bravery. In the lower animals, it is
more pronounced than in man. The bulldog
and the fighting cock are quite as conspicuous
examples of physical bravery as the prizefighter or the soldier. The history of all warfare
shows either that physical bravery is not an
indication of great excellence or that supreme
excellence is very7 common, in fact almost a
universal possession. Under the intoxication of
patriotism, or the desire for glory, or the fear of
contempt, most men will march with apparent
willingness into the face of the greatest danger.
Often it requires vastly more courage to stay at
home than to enlist - more courage to retreat
than to fight. Common experience shows how
much rarer is moral courage than physical
bravery. A thousand men will march to the
mouth of the cannon where one man will dare
espouse an unpopular cause. An army, wellequipped and ready for action, has less terror
for the ordinary man than the unfavorable
13

comment of the daily press. True courage and
manhood come from the consciousness of the
right attitude toward the world, the faith in
one’s own purpose, and die sufficiency of one’s
own approval as a justification for one’s own
acts. This attitude is not that of the coward,
for cowardice is really disapproval of self, a
consciousness of one’s own littleness and
unworthiness in the light of one’s own soul,
which cannot be deceived.
Intelligent men are willing to accept
many truths that they believe are not fitted
for the universal acceptance of mankind,
and however they may feel that punishment
is wrong, they still urge that it will not do to
teach this doctrine to the great mass of men
and to carry its practice into daily life. But
sooner or later, all conduct and all life must
rest on truth. It is only fact that can form a
basis for permanent theories that tend to the
preservation of the race. No one is too poor,
or too young, or too vicious to know the truth,
for the truth alone is consistent with all facts
of life, and this alone can furnish any rule of
life. The truth alone can make you free. When
society is taught the truth that it is wrong to
punish, to use force, to pass judgment on
man, it will have no need for jails. The man
who really knows and understands this truth
can have no malice in his heart, can use no
force and violence against his fellow, but will
reach him with love and pity. The man or
society that understands this truth will know
that so-called crime is only so-called crime:
that human conduct is what the necessities
of life make of the individual soul. Then in
reality, as now only partially, men will turn
their attention to the causes that make crime.
Then will they seek to prevent and cure, not
to punish and destroy. Then man will learn
to know that the cause of crime is the unjust
14

condition of human life; that penal laws are
made to protect earth’s possessions in the
hands of the vicious and the strong. Man will
learn that poverty and want are due to the false
conditions, the injustice which looks to human
law and violence and force for its safeguard
and protection. Men will learn that crime is
but the hard profession that is left open to a
large class of men by their avaricious fellows.
When new opportunities for life are given, a
fairer condition of existence will gradually be
opened up and the need for violence and the
cause of violence will disappear.
Instead of avenging a murder by
taking a judge, sheriff, jurors, witnesses, jailer,
hangman and the various appendages of the
court — by taking these and staining their
hands with blood and crime, the world will
make die original murder impossible, and thus
save the crimes of all. Neither will die vicious
control without the aid of law. Society ever
has and must ever have a very large majority
who naturally fall into order, social adjustment
and a rational, permissible means of life. The
disorganized vicious would be far less powerful
than the organized vicious, and would soon
disappear.
Punishment to terrorize men from
violating human order is like the threat of hell
to terrorize souls into obedience to the law of
God. Both mark primitive society, both are
degrading and debasing, and can only appeal
to the lower instincts of the lower class of men.
Most religious teachers have ceased to win
followers by threats of hell. Converts of this
sort are not generally desired. The religion that
does not approach and appeal to men along
their higher conduct is not considered worthy
to teach to man. And those souls who cannot
be moved through the sentiments of justice
and humanity, rather than threats of eternal
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fire, are very, very rare and even should a soul
exist, the fear of hell would cause it still further
to shrivel and decay.
Hatred, bitterness, violence and force
can bring only bad results - they leave an evil
stain on everyone they touch. No human soul
can be rightly reached except through charity,
humanity and love.

from The Machinery of Justice. Chapter XV &
XVI Charles H. Kerr and Co., Chicago, IL
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Daniel Berrigan and a Pennsylvania Judge
By Colman McCarthy

A bracing mix of judicial candor
and integrity was displayed recently in a
Pennsylvania county courtroom. Senior Judge
James Buckingham had before the bench
eight defendants who were convicted in 1981
of burglary, criminal mischief and criminal
conspiracy. A dastardly crew, all. Nine years
ago, the sentencing judge threw the book at
them, a heavy tome that included three-to-tenyear prison stretches.
On appeal in 1984, the conviction
was reversed. Prosecutors then appealed the
reversal, with the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court ruling favorably for the state. The
case was returned to the Superior Court of
Pennsylvania, with a resentencing ordered in
Montgomery County, Pa. The criminals were
the Plowshares Eight, a group of incorrigible
peacemakers who, hammers in hands and
resistance to war preparation in their hearts,
damaged two nuclear missile nose cones,
poured blood on documents and prayed for
peace. They had slipped into the General
Electric plant in King of Prussia, Pa., a bombmaking facility that had helped the nation’s
sixth largest industrial corporation gross
an estimated $11 billion in nuclear warfare
systems in 1984-1986. GE has plugged itself
into the major instruments of death in the
U.S. arsenal: the Trident, MX, Minuteman, Poseidon, Aegis and Tomahawk cruise
missiles; the Stealth and B-l bombers; fighter
planes; and Star Wars. In the Washington
palm-greasing game, GE is a bright bulb of
fluorescent generosity with PAC money and
honoraria to its congressional soulmates.
In passing new sentences on the
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Plowshares Eight, whose members included
the Rev. Daniel Berrigan, Philip Berrigan and
Sister Anne Montgomery of the Religious oi
the Sacred Heart, Judge Buckingham declined
to throw even a page, much less the previously
sanctioned book, at them. They were dismissed
on the time they had served awaiting trail in
1980-1981, amounts from 5 days to 17 months.
Buckingham said the crimes were
minor and not violent: “The defendants were
attempting to make statements. I agree with
many of the statements...The nuclear industry
is a frightening subject.” vehemence against
the American military machine. Not a one of
the eight was burdened by reticence, despite
the memory of the original sentencing judge
in 1981 who treated the defendants as selfanointed, Christ-hounded doomsayers who
broke the law and now needed to have the
law break them, and without a peep from
the docket. That judge was criticized by the
Superior Court for his “acrimonious series of
confrontations.”
Before a calmer judge this time, each
of the eight restated what Thoreau, Gandhi,
the Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. and other
miscreants had told their courts after guilty
verdicts were delivered: Conscience comes
before the state; no one is excused from
defying unjust laws. The 1980 statement of the
group, issued when entering the bomb factory,
still held: “In confronting General Electric, we
choose to obey God’s law of life, rather than a
corporate summons to death. Our beating of
swords into plowshares is a way to enflesh this
biblical call. In our action, we draw on a deeprooted faith in Christ, who changed the course
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of history through his willingness to suffer
rather than to kill. We are filled with hope for
our world and for our children as we join in
this act of resistance.”
After listening to the Plowshares
Eight, Buckingham acknowledged that when
he “came down here today my ideas were a
little different.” The judge praised the defense
attorney, Ramsay Clark, a former U.S. attorney
general who described the eight as “a gentle,
principled, loving and devoted people who
have made a stunning difference in the lives of
all who know them and, beyond that, in the
lives of millions.”
Most judges, products first of law
schools that require no courses on civil
disobedience and then years of not questioning
a government that bankrolls the legal slaughter
that results from weapons making, disdain
such dissidents as the Plowshares Eight.
“Who are you to be above the law?” is the rote
query. If the question were fairly phrased, it
would ask, “Who are you to be above the law
that sanctions human annihilation?” Then
the answer is rational: “I’m a citizen with a
conscience that values life over state-ordered
killing.”
As surely as the General Electrics keep the
assembly lines of death in high gear, protesters
keep coming.
The judge has an incorrigibility of
his own, an open mind. He broke ranks from
most judges in antiwar civil disobedience cases
by allowing the eight to speak in court both
of their motivations and their The Nuclear
Resister Newsletter, a Tuscan publication,
reports that 31,000 citizens were arrested in
the United States and Canada in the 1980s for
antinuclear disobedience.
These citizens are to be honored,
their defiance celebrated. They protest legal
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violence, always the last temple to be stormed
because the idolatry of law is America’s civil
religion. General Electric, godlike, says, “We
bring good things to life.” Defy the sham of
that dictum and some judge may give you life,
or three-to-ten years.
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